How do we express our Love for a person to whom we feel closely connected? As
each one of us is unique there are many ways of sharing one’s Love with a beloved
The same applies to our relationship with our Eternal Parent who designed the
universe in such a way that the greatest amount of joy can be experienced by feeling the
deepest Love one can imagine and dream of. Ultimately everything is destined to serve the
purpose of bringing happiness to each and every human being
The fulfilment of this ideal is only possible when we learn to love ourselves and one
another in the right way based on a correct understanding of the meaning of our life
As we are created beings it is natural to look to our Creator and to all of Creation for
the proper answers. And if we search with our Heart and see things with the eyes of Love we
will soon arrive at our destination and we will know that everything exists for the sake of love
This applies first of all to the heartfelt connection we are to establish with our Ultimate
Origin. It is a relationship of Love, of a precious sharing from the Heart
Once we understand this fact deep in our soul we will no longer emphasize ‘my
religion’ or my spiritual path but we will strive more than anything else to build bridges among
the various kinds of belief systems which are still separating people
A profound understanding of the centrality of Love allows us to go beyond any kinds
of barriers that separate us from others. We will naturally strive for mutual understanding
and emphasize what we have in common with people of other faith traditions
All people of good conscience will naturally come together and share from the Heart
once they realize that the ultimate purpose of spiritual and religious paths is to learn to love
on deeper levels
Just as you will not focus on adoring and worshipping your beloved but on bringing
joy to the one who is most dear to your Heart, it must be clear for all people of faith that what
our Creator is longing for is not that we offer worship but that we respond to His/Her Love as
our Eternal Parent
It is not clever intellectual answers and maybe universal consciousness that will bring
us the fulfilment we are longing for deep in our soul but the experience of True Love, both in
the relationships we build with our fellow human beings as well as in our personal Heart to
Heart connection with our Heavenly Father/Mother, the Ultimate Cause of all existence, or
with whatever name we may refer to our Loving Creator
The Divine Love of all proportions – very tender and sensitive as well as strong – is
expressed in the beauty of nature, in the mineral, plant and animal world. It is up to each one
of us to recognize the endlessly deep dimensions of Love which have been invested into the
creation of the universe
For example, can we imagine that our nose has the ability to recognize and
remember as many as 50,000 different scents and that our eyes can distinguish between 7
million different colours? Why such a huge amount of scents and such an enormous vast
range of colours?
The answer is simple: out of Love for us to be able to enjoy the richest possible
realms of experiences, which includes incredible capabilities of the human ear. We have in
the middle ear three tiny bones which are actually the only bones in the body that are already
fully developed at the time of birth and do not change in size until the end of a person’s life in

order to secure the stable perfect functioning of this organ which is capable of reaching
20,000 oscillations per second
The more you study the wonders of the human body the stronger you will feel how
much Love our God has invested into developing a perfectly functioning body whereby
scientists have found out that the DNA of two persons differs in about 5 million points
My deep gratitude goes out to all people of faith for their Love for our Creator. I would
like to express my special thankfulness to my Muslim brothers and sisters for their Love for
Allah, for their dedication to offer their daily prayer with a sincere desire to establish a loving
relationship with The Merciful
Anyone who takes time to consider the names of Allah will come to the surprising
realization that He has been given names that express His mercy, Love, and kindness,
others that communicate His knowledge and wisdom, those that speak about His greatness
and majesty, as well as those that speak about His creative powers and providence
In the Koran we find names for Allah like: the Beneficent, the Merciful, the Forgiving,
the Source of Peace, the Bestower, the Provider, the Most Kind, and the Loving. When we
regard all of Allah’s names together, we see a clear pattern. All of His names refer to
benevolence, generosity, mercy, kindness, clemency, and forgiveness. This tells us
something very important
It shows us that True Love is the foremost quality that we should focus on in the
relationship with our Ultimate Origin. It is this quality that brings us nearest to Him, and it
should govern how we conduct ourselves with others in the world
The fact that Allah’s names praise Him for His mercy, clemency and kindness, means
that these are the qualities that we should remind people of when we encourage them to
connect in Heart with our Creator, and these are the qualities we should strive to cultivate in
ourselves and our children
If we affirm that the Love of God, Allah, Yahweh, is foremost, we must not be hesitant
in likewise becoming ourselves a truly loving being. Our commitment to God’s Love means
we should focus on a Heart to Heart relationship with Him
Our Love for God needs to transcend any fear we may have of Him and not be
devoid of feelings of awe in front of the great Designer of the universe
There are countless ways of expressing our Love in front of our Creator and
accordingly we find many different religious traditions. The more we respect each other with
the desire to learn from one another the greater will be our personal benefit from sharing with
people who represent another spiritual teaching than my own
All of our good and pure feelings are aspects of our relationship with our Heavenly
Parent. They complement and reinforce one another. Once we understand this, we will find
ourselves open to more goodness than ever before. Our deeds will be better for it, while
knowing that God’s mercy far surpasses the merit of our best deeds
Our daily focus must therefore be to embody God’s Love and to follow the example of
our Eternal Parent and love our fellow human beings most sincerely with kindness and
compassion from the bottom of our Heart and soul. Once we know the value of True Love we
will love God and man most willingly, it will be our daily joy to invest our Heart into profound
relationships which allow Love to flow freely

